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S

ince our last issue in June this
year, we have managed to hold
our Annual General Meeting
which we, constitutionally, had to
convene before 30 June.
This AGM took place on Monday,
7 June, 2021 via the ZOOM process
which, unlike the previous year, allowed far greater participation from
members, particularly those resident
outside of Cape Town and who, normally, would not have been able to
physically attend a meeting at home
headquarters.
I am pleased to present our members and readers with our newly elected Management team. The team is essentially the same as before, however
with a newcomer Maurice Espin having taken a seat in the place of Alfred
de Vries who, regrettably, resigned
mainly due to his pressures of work at
his place of employment.
I pay tribute to Alfred de Vries and
say thank you to him for his many
years of loyal and dedicated service
in helping to manage the affairs of our
association. I could always count on
Alfred to perform the tasks required
of him and in attending regular Manco meetings. We wish him well, whilst
he has given an undertaking to assist
further wherever the association may
need his help and expertise.
We welcome Maurice Espin who,
during his reserve force serve, assisted in an administrative capacity at
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71 Signal Unit, regularly attending
evening admin duties after civilian
work on most Monday nights. Thank
you Maurice for creating the opportunity for a renewed partnership, this
time you assisting in managing our
beloved organisation. We on Manco
look forward to working together with
you in serving the interests of military
veterans.
Congratulations to all those who
have been re-elected. I look forward
to another year of continued excellent
working relationship with my new
management committee. Photos on
page 22.
The newly elected Management
Committee (MANCO) is as follows:
Executive Committee:
Robbie Roberts (Chairman)
Geoff Laskey (Vice Chairman)
Howard Shagom (Secretary General)
Wilna Bekker (Treasurer)
Pierre Fourie (Public Relations Officer)
Ordinary Members:
Piet Jordaan
Fahmy Rhode
Ian Robertson
Marc Goodleser
Maurice Espin
The co-option of further members
to assist Manco in the performance of
a specific task(s), if any, is something
Manco will need to consider at their
first meeting following the AGM.
Continues on page 13
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The Concept of Drill Halls as Part of
Military History
By Geoff Laskey, Deputy Chairman of the Signals Association.

This document represents the view of the author and does not necessarily
reflect the official opinion of the Signals Association, SANDF or DMV.

T

he drill hall concept and purpose had its origin in Brittan
during 1860 and has been a
part of British military and social life
since then. The Corps of Rifle Volunteers constructed these facilities for
drill sessions. The facilities to a great
extent were funded by benefactors or
public contributions.
The first drill halls started to appear
in the mid-19th century to provide
home bases for the newly created Volunteer units. Drill halls (or drill sheds)
originated as a building type following
the formation of the Rifle Volunteer
Corps in 1859.
They are associated with the armed
forces, most specifically the British
Army’s Reserve Forces, known until
recently as the Territorial Army. In
many towns and cities there are buildings which originated as “homes” for
army volunteers.
They were usually purpose-built
meeting places where Britain’s volunteer forces met to practice military
drill. They also served as administrative centres and armouries for the
units, and in addition also acted as important social centres for their members.
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The heyday of the drill hall began
with the 1880s reforms of the Army in
Britain , during this phase Rifle Volunteers were formed into Volunteer
Battalions of the County Regiments to
which they were affiliated.
Many of the Senior Officers of the
units were also local businessmen or
landowners and funded not only the
building of premises but the raising
and equipping of the units themselves.
Other units raised funds for building
by means of the formation of limited
companies, or public contributions
and fundraising events such as fêtes
and bazaars.
In the larger towns and cities, Drill
Halls were of almost luxurious excellence, whilst others looked like
ordinary Church Halls. The offices,
messes (canteens), stores and armoury
were usually housed at the front of the
building, whilst the caretaker’s quarters were to the rear.
During WW2 the Drill Halls were
taken over and used by the Home
Guard. Today some are still in use
around the world whilst others have
become clubs, retail outlets and
many have suffered a loss of character through alterations or ,sadly, have

been demolished.
Further changes in the development
of the drill hall occurred following the
disbandment of the volunteers and the
British military reforms in 1908, of
the Territorial Force and the Territorial
Associations.
Although primarily a building for
military training, the drill hall provided a useful space for other organisations and functions, including fêtes,
dances and other social functions,
which provided funds for the upkeep
of the hall.
In later years, many drill halls
passed into the ownership of local
authorities, to be used as leisure facilities, GPO sorting offices and telephone exchanges, often replaced over
the years by more modern premises
form the new occupiers.
In Britain many others were downgraded to cadet unit premises, with
new purpose-built structures for the
parent unit built alongside.
World-wide these drill halls have
significant and interesting histories. A
hundred years or so after the heyday
of the Volunteer Drill Hall, many people have little idea of what ‘drill’ actually was, yet it is clear from existing
sources that drill halls and the training
which took place in them were valued
by the community.
Towns prized their drill halls and
encouraged their young men to give
up their time, unpaid, regularly and
diligently, to participate as Volunteers.
The Volunteers diligently attended

to the ordinary routine of drill, with
an occasional “camp out”. The ‘camp
out’(3-week camp in RSA) was for
many the closest thing to an annual
holiday. The ordinary routine of drill
involved marching and rifle drill (including cleaning and the dis- and
re-assembly of their weapons).
Engineers and gunners and medical
professionals would study their own
particular skills relentlessly, week in,
week out, to develop absolute discipline and proficiency in their role.
The current trend for the redevelopment and upgrading of City Business
Districts world-wide has increased
demolitions of these historical buildings dramatically. The drill halls were
constructed on valuable land, often
close to town centres, and these often
redundant or neglected buildings are
often demolished and replaced by other more “modern” development projects. Often all that remains is a plaque
or stone to mark the site.
In other Countries and South Africa
particularly this concept also developed, and Drill Halls were constructed
in various towns around the country as
far back as the 1880’s.
These facilities are used for various
purposes and in some cases, sadly to
say, in a poor state of repair with little
if any attention be given to its maintenance and heritage value.
Limited information is available
on existing and previous drill halls in
South Africa. There are however indications that in a number of instances
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lately, concerted efforts by authorities
saved and refurbished some of these
facilities and is now being used and
administered by Local Authorities,
Military Veteran and similar organisations.
It is however clear that in some cases these facilities are under-utilised
and if concerted efforts are not made
to save and utilise the buildings more
productively, these historical buildings will quietly disappear.
Basic information obtained about a
number of known Drill Halls throughout South Africa are listed below;

Cape Town Drill Hall

In Cape Town the Voluntary Drill
Hall was erected on the north-eastern
corner of the Parade in 1884. In 1772
the first building on this site was a hospital, chiefly for sick sailors. In 1884
the Drill Hall was designed to serve
the volunteer forces of the Western
Military Division as headquarters and
an indoor venue for instruction and for
drilling in bad weather.
Today it is known as the Old Drill
Hall, and the building in Darling
Street, houses the Cape Town Public
Library.

Oudtshoorn Drill Hall

Currently the hall serves as the
Dutch Reformed Church Hall situated in Camp Street Oudtshoorn . The
foundation stone was laid by Cecil
John Rhodes in 1892.
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The Drill Hall originally housed
the Oudtshoorn Volunteer Rifles. The
OVR were one of a number of small
volunteer units formed in the western
rural districts of the then Cape Colony
in the late 1880s and early 1890s.

Drill Hall Johannesburg (The Heritage Portal)

The construction of this building,
which was erected in 1904, on the site
of the old non-white prison in Johannesburg was completed in October of
the same year. There had been a high
wall around the outside of the prison,
and the outside wall of the Drill Hall
still rests upon those foundations today. The hall became the headquarters
of the Transvaal Volunteers, South African soldiers who had fought alongside the British in the Anglo-Boer War.
The Drill Hall also served as the
Rand Light Infantry headquarters
since its inception on 1 October 1905.
For many years the drill hall was used
as a hall to train troops from both the
British and later South African militaries
The Drill Hall nestling between
Quartz, Plein, De Villiers and Twist
Streets, is a unique building and
served as an efficient military headquarters and a museum filled with
military memories until 1992 when
the Military left the building. As of
2003, through the efforts of the City
of Johannesburg through the JDA, the
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Drill Hall stands as a renovated heritage site with an open public square
in the inner City. The Drill Hall also
houses the Joubert Park Project, the
Rand Light Infantry, the Johannesburg
Community Chest and the Johannesburg Child Welfare.

Drill Hall, Durban

The Drill hall in Durban opened
on the 24th May 1904 at the Old Fort
Road Military Base in Durban. Before World War Two, numerous fundraising functions were organized by
the Comrades Association and the
Women’s Auxiliary and these continued into the war years. During WWII
it also served as a facility for the entertainment of hundreds of thousands
of service men and women passing
through the port of Durban. As early
as 1940, dances were organized by
the Navy League, the MOTHS, the
Red Cross, St John’s Ambulance, the
Thumbs Up Club, the Women’s Auxiliary, Air Guard Auxiliary and various
other Religious denominations.
In 1999 the King Shaka Regiment
(formerly the Durban Regiment)
moved its headquarters to the Drill
Hall. The facility, however, continues
to be used for many community purposes till today, including school and
public meetings, graduations, wedding anniversaries and receptions and
exam venues.
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Drill Hall Pietermaritzburg

The Drill Hall was built in 1886 on
the Royal Agricultural Showgrounds.
The buildings were originally constructed as display areas and continued
to be used as such until the outbreak
of the 2nd Anglo-Boer War when the
grounds were requisitioned by the
British Army. It was handed back to
the Natal Government at the end of
hostilities when the Natal Carbineers
were allowed to take occupation. The
facility originally just a plain lecture
room is now a museum situated in
Geere Street, Pietermaritzburg .

Drill Hall, Gqeberha (Port Elizabeth)

The Chief Maqoma Regiment (formerly Prince Alfred’s Guard) Drill
Hall stands on the corners of Castle
Hill, Prospect and Daly Streets in Port
Elizabeth (re-named Gqeberha). The
building, built in 1880, is the headquarters of one of the oldest volunteer
regiments in South Africa . The Old
Drill Hall which has been declared as
a National Monument, has undergone
extensive restoration, and has been
partly used as a Military Museum
since 1996.

Drill Hall King Williams Town

The Victoria Drill Hall in Queen’s
Road, opened on 21 June 1897, and is
now recognised as a provincial heritage site. This typical Victorian building with its neo-classical features was
designed and built to commemorate
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Queen Victoria’s sixtieth birthday. It
Drill halls contain many memories
was used by the Amatola Commando for those who volunteered for and
until 2007 when the South African Po- those who were required to performed
lice Services inherited it.
active service and mobilised via these
facilities over the years. Also, in many
cases local residents have fond memoAlbany Drill Hall Grahamstown
The original building was erected ries of social events attended in these
in 1866 and named the Albany Hall. facilities. But it is also a fact that these
It was originally used for theatri- facilities are also important elements
cal performances, lectures and cel- of South Africa’s military history and
ebrations. It was taken over by the should be located, documented, preChief Makhanda Regiment (formerly served and maintained at all costs.
We are all aware of the challenges
known as the First City) as a Drill Hall
and was bought by the Department of the SANDF and DMV are facing on
Defence in 1912. It is now known as various fronts and particularly rethe Drill Hall situated in Hill St, Gra- sources for research and historical
hamstown, Makhanda. The hall is still data collection and storage. In this reused extensively for performances gard veteran organisations can play an
important role in supporting and asduring the Grahamstown Festival.
sisting with the research, documenting
and preserving South Africa’s military
East London Drill Hall
The building dates to 1906, when history and legacy. Drill Hall facilithe foundation stone was laid by Col. ties are ideal existing accommodation
H.T. Lukin, Commander of the Colo- which can be renovated and developed
nial Forces. The Hall has been closed where necessary to serve as centres for
for extensive renovations and upgrad- this purpose and form an integral part
ing and re-opened in June 2017. The of the infrastructure and support base
facility is also known as the Buffalo to ensure an integrated and structured
Volunteer Rifles (formerly Kaffrarian approach to maintain the history and
Rifles) Drill Hall situated on the Cor- heritage of the South African National
ner of Buffalo and Fleet Streets, East Defence Force past and present.
The study of military history is a
London.
key
to self-improvement for the proA small museum reflecting the history of the regiment has been estab- fessional soldiers, let us start now to
lished and is open to the public. The preserve the past so that it will enmuseum also serves as a depository of hance the performance and provide
war history that is preserved for future guidance to our soldiers of future.
Major-General Julian Thompson
generations.
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CBE, OBE a military historian and
former Royal Marines officer, stated
that “The primary purpose of studying military history is not in order to
‘ape’ the tactics of past commanders,
but rather to use it to learn about lead-

ership, command, logistics, and the
working of the commander’s mind; in
short, why some leaders, both political and military, have succeeded while
others failed.”

Happy Birthday!

P

lease join me in wishing a very
Happy Birthday to the following members who will be celebrating their birthdays during the next
three months.

September

November

3rd – Bill Smith
10th – Fahmy Rhode
15th – Adi Fourie
20th – Clifford Shields
29th – Gideon (Mossie) Mostert

15th – Jeanne Pienaar
17th - Andre Roux
28th – Carl Schmidt

October

4th – Chris Richter
4th – Marcus Jeffrey
5th – Arend Keulder
13th – Willem Lubbe
20th – Willie Snyders
20th – Del Davies
26th - Walter Volker
28th – Michael Roman
30th – Maurice Espin
30th – Johan Smuts
31st – Andrea Andrews
Continued from page 2
To all our members and friends
thank you for reading our newsletter
and please keep the feedback coming
- we love hearing from our readers!
Stay safe and healthy by adhering to
what we are continuously being told
to do to avert being caught by Covid.
I thank Geoff Laskey, our Deputy
Chair, for the informative article he
wrote about the concept of “”Drill
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Maurice Espin
Halls” which we have pleasure in including in this issue. I wholeheartedly support Geoff’s idea of developing
Drill Halls for the preservation of our
past military history and legacy. These
drill halls can make perfect “Museums” for the preservation of the rich
heritage currently under threat in their
current locations.
Certa Cito (Signals) greetings from
Chairman Robbie Roberts
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Calling back the past
Mike Basson was a member of the SA Infantry Corps. But he did spend
some time at the home of the Signallers.

I

spent a total of 13 years with the
South African Defence Force.
From 1976 to 1983 to be exact.
Although I was a member of the Infantry Corps, I did spend some time at
the Army Gymnasium on two separate
occasions.
Perhaps some of the readers of Jimmy’s Own can help fill in the gaps in
my memory of what I can remember
about the place. Or maybe share some
of their own memories about it.
The first time I went to the Army
Gymnasium was for five weeks and
it was to do a course in Morse code.
Two of us from the infantry were on
the course and the rest were from the
Signals Corps.
I remember we stayed in single
quarters in an eight-storey building
named Danie Theron. If I remember
correctly at that time it was the only
building in the entire Heidelberg that
had elevators.
You came out of the elevators into
a small entrance area, then there was
a corridor with single rooms on either
side. At the end of the corridor were
the ablution facilities.
The rooms had a single bed, built
in cupboard, built in desk, a built in
bookshelf, a basin and a radiator that
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never worked.
On the ground floor was a reception
area with an office and there were also
three telephone booths.
The person in charge of the building
was a sergeant. I think his name was
Sergeant Roussow.
Also on the ground floor was a TV
room, as well as the kitchen and dining room. Under that was the NCO’s
bar.
Other things that I remember was
the large parade ground that had a lake
next to it.
The camp has some excellent sporting facilities at it. There was the actual
gymnasium itself, which was pretty
impressive. There was also the rugby
field with stadium, tennis courts and a
swimming pool.
There was also a large hall with a
fully kitted out stage and once a week,
I think it was on a Wednesday night,
they would show a movie.
There was also a building of two
or three stories that were made into
classrooms, and this is where we did
most of our course.
I can’t for the life of me remember who the OC of the unit was at the
time, although we did meet him. I do
remember that the RSM was a man by

the name of ‘Tupper’ Theron.
I can’t remember the names of any
of our instructors. I do recall a sergeant major that we had dealings with
and I must say I really liked him.
His name was Sergeant Major Blom
and I think his first name was Bram.
He was really into his cars and did
drag racing as a hobby. He had also
done a jump course at some stage and
had his wings. So we had something in
common. I believe that he later went
on to become the RSM of the Army
Gymnasium.
If I can recall, all of us on the course
were permanent force, so we could go
out at night. There wasn’t much to do
in Heidelberg. The only place to really
go was a place called The Golden Egg.
What was fun, however, was that
while we were there the Rand Easter
Show was on. Back then it was still
held at Milpark. For the entire time the
show was on we would drive through
on most week nights.
The actual course itself was a lot
harder that I though it would be. It was
easy enough to learn the Morse code
alphabet, but that was where it ended.
Once you started trying to receive actual messages it got a lot more complicated. I would get the first two or three
words but quickly become lost. Somehow I managed to pass the course.
The next time I was at the Army
Gymnasium was a few years later. In
1981 to be exact.
This time I was doing a very different course that wasn’t actually run by

the South African Corps of Signals. It
was called Formative Branch and it
lasted a few months.
The course was for NCO’s and
warrant officers in order for them to
become officers. If you successfully
completed the course you would be
promoted to officer rank.
If you were a sergeant you would
then become a lieutenant. A staff sergeant could become a captain. And a
warrant officer would become a major.
This time we stayed in a building
called Andries Pretorius. I think it was
the officer’s single quarters. The place
also had its own mess and pub.
There had been one or two additions
to the place since I had last been there.
For example there were now squash
courts.
The best thing, however, was the
fact that there was now a steak house
inside the base. I’m not sure who ran
the place, but I do remember that both
the prices and the food was really
great.
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While on the course we would have
to do a run at least twice a week. I’m
not sure how far it was, but it always
felt like a marathon.
We would start off on the road next
to the parade ground and from there
head up the road, passing the LWT on
the right.
Then we would run along a dirt road
until we eventually came to another training area. I think it was called
B-Vak. Then we would turn left and
go up a really steep koppie and finally
make our way down around the back
of the shooting ranges before heading
back to the camp.

Talking about the shooting ranges,
they were also pretty large. I remember that there were at least two ranges and they could take 30 people at a
time.
I enjoyed the brief time I spent at
the Army Gymnasium and I met some
interesting people there. I sometimes
wish I could remember more about the
place.
Maybe that’s where the readers of
Jimmy’s Own can help. I’m sure that
some of you spent time at the Army
Gymnasium. So write in and tell us
your memories of the place.

HIGHER LEARNING: The classroom block. I did classes in one of the classrooms on
the top floor. Across the road was the Heidelberg High School.

ENTER HERE: The entrance to the Army Gymnasium. Photo is from around about
1996.
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Now normally this is where the story would end. But strangely enough it
doesn’t.
In 1996 I got a call from Matt, the
guy that does the layout for Jimmy’s
Own. We knew each other from the
army and had kept in touch. He was
also permanent force, but left in 1982.
He had become a journalist and
spent most of his time covering wars
and military matters. He told me that
he had been invited by the SANDF to
do a story on a new training technique
that they were launching. The launch
would be held at the Army Gymnasium, Heidelberg.

It felt strange going back, 15 years
after I had last been there. It felt both
familiar and different at the same
time. It seemed a bit run down and
everything looked as if it could do
with a clean and a coat of paint.
After the demonstration we had
snacks and drinks at Andries Pretorius building, although I’m not sure if it
was still called that.
The steak house, where I had spent
many memorable nights, was also
gone.
I suppose that it’s true when they
say, “you can never go home again.”
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How to get noticed
The Jimmy’s of 101 Signal Unit where the quintessential back-room
boys. They handled almost all communication to and from the operational area. They were hardly ever noticed, but when they were - they
went big. By Bruce Jacobs.

I

t was in December 1976, shortly
after I had finished Matric, that I
received my instructions to report
for national service. I had actually been
looking forward to it.
I had been called up to the Army
Gymnasium in Heidelberg as a member
of the South African Corps of Signals.
After basic training I did a few courses and was then informed that a group
of us would be posted to 101 Signals
Unit on the border.
I must confess that I was really excited - we were going to the border. This
was where the
war was
being
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fought. I was going to see combat and
come home with a chest full of medals.
If only I had known.
We were based at Grootfontein Military Base. It was a massive place with its
own airport, hospital, post office and it
even had a supermarket (SADFI).
For some reason, and I never found
out why, we had our own camp within
the main base. It was fenced off and had
accommodation, a large mess, and our
own pub.
There was separate accommodation
for the Permanent Force (PF) NCO’s
and they also had their own mess and
pub. This was the same for both the PF
and national service officers.
The best thing was that we had our
own tennis court and swimming pool.
I was told that I would be working in
the comcen as a telex operator. Comcen, by the way, was short for
Communications Centre.
During my courses at
the Army Gymnasium
I had learnt to operate
various radios. I had
learnt how to charge a
battery and even how
to drive and maintain
a military vehicle. But

nothing about telex machines.
In our telex room we had a total of 10
telex machines. One was used to receive
telexes from Pretoria and one was used
to send telexes to them.
There were also telex machines to
and from Oshakati, Rundu, Katima
Mulilo, and Windhoek. It was all quite
a process.
Let’s say that someone from a unit in
Durban wanted to send a message to one
of their companies based at Oshivello.
They would take the message to Natal
Command Signals Unit where it would
be typed up and then sent by telex to the
main comcen in Pretoria.
They in turn would send it to us in
Grootfontein, we would send it to Oshikati, and they would send it to Oshivello.
The comcen was busy, during the
week we would send and receive hundreds of messages a day.
And let me tell you about the hours
we had to work. The comcen was run by
a day shift and a night shift.
When you were on day shift you
worked from 06h00 to 18h00 - that’s
a twelve hour day. And we did this six
days a week - from Sunday to Friday.
And don’t think that at least we had
Saturday off. Forget that. On Saturday
we would change over from day shift to
night shift. So on a Saturday you worked
from 06h00 to 12h00. Then you came
back on duty at 18h00 and worked until
06h00 the next morning, thereby changing from day shift to night shift for the
next week.

So on Saturday you worked an 18
hour day. The only time you got off was
when you went on your seven day pass.
And worst of all, because we were not
on the other side of the ‘Red Line’ we
did not receive any danger pay.
The strange thing is that you somehow got used to it. You would work
these crazy hours (a 90 hour week) and
still find time to wash clothes, have a
few drinks in the pub, go for a swim,
and even have the odd braai or two.
We had a big responsibility, even nobody ever noticed us. Well most of the
time. Although there was the odd occasion when the spotlight shined on us.
Every message had a priority attached
to it and this basically let the receiver of
the message know how much time they
had to react to it.
A routine message, designated by an
RR rating, meant that the contents of the
message had to be dealt with within 24
hours.
A priority message (PP) meant that
the it had to be dealt with within 12
hours, and an immediate message (OO)
meant that it was urgent and had to be
dealt with within one hour.
One morning when I was on day
shift this major from a citizen force unit
walks into the reception area of the comcen, wanting to send a message.
He wanted to let his headquarters
back in South Africa know that he needed a file to be sent to him urgently.
He was attended to by one of the
young national servicemen on my shift.
This guy was a really likeable and help19

ful person, but not the sharpest pencil in
the box.
“Listen my boy,” the major told him.
“This is really urgent because I need this
file as quickly as possible. So make sure
that they understand they must send it
right now.”
If I had served this major I would
probably have given the message a priority (PP) rating. But not our young Jimmy. He took the major at his word.
Now while an immediate (OO) rating was the highest we dealt with, this
signaller had heard, from somewhere,
that there was an even quicker priority
rating. This was a flash message, designated as ZZ.
So he duly typed up the message,
took the telex ticker tape to the Pretoria
telex machine and then hit send. All hell
broke loose.
A flash message is only ever used for
really serious issues - like an outbreak of
war or something.
Apparently what happens when a
flash transmission is sent it crashes the
entire telex system and throws all other
messages out of the queue. It causes utter chaos.
Of course those in authority were
none too pleased when they saw the
content of the message. There was hell
to pay.
I believe that it took about two days
to sort the mess out. Messages had to
be re-sent and everyone at 101 Signals
Unit, from the OC down, were not in anyone’s good books.
Our poor young Jimmy, who really
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thought he was helping, was given 21
extra duties and was told that he was
lucky he wasn’t sent to DB.
The second incident that stands out
for me happened towards the end of my
one year national service. Or at least I
thought it was the end.
I think it was in September or October
of 1977. We knew that we would be sent
back to South Africa in early December.
So it would be goodbye Grootfontein,
goodbye comcen, and goodbye 12 hour
shifts. Then towards the end of December it would be back to civvy street.
Then a message was sent out that basically said, “Congratulations, national
service has been extended by one year
with immediate effect. Have fun.”
We were confused, angry, devastated and a whole lot more. This meant an
extra year at Grootfontein. I don’t know
if any of the readers were around when
that happened, but it was not the best
feeling to be told you would now be
serving an extra year. Why they didn’t
let us finish our year and then introduce
the extra year for the next intake I have
no idea.
It was just too much for some people.
As I mentioned earlier, Grootfontein
was a massive base. Yet there was only
one entrance and exit gate to the place.
This was manned by the Military Police.
One of the signallers at 101 Signal Unit decided that he had now had
enough of all this nonsense. He was going home.
Taking his fully loaded R1 rifle, he
marched up to the main gate, cocked his

rifle and disarmed the MPs that were at
the gate, and told them that they were
now his hostages.
He then got onto the radio from the
main gate to the MPs charge office. The
message he sent was classic.
“Attention. I am not a terrorist. I am a
member of the SADF. But I now control
this base. No-one will enter or leave this
base without my permission.”
The MPs sent a corporal up to the
gate to see what was going on. He challenged the signaller and was promptly shot through the foot and also taken
hostage. Now the panic buttons were
pushed.
After about an hour the scene was utter bedlam. There were countless Military Police, along with senior officers
and various other rank and file in position near the gate.
And the queue waiting to get in and
out of the base was unbelievable.

They were trying to convince the signaller to surrender or they would use
force to end the situation.
He was adamant that he would do
nothing of the sort. He wanted a C130
to fly him back to South Africa before
he released any hostages.
Eventually the situation was sorted
out by a young signals PF corporal. He
said he would go and talk to the guy. An
MP captain refused and this corporal basically told him to piss off. He walked
up to the gate and a few minutes later
emerged with the guys R1 slung over
his shoulder and with his arm around the
hostage taker.
The end result was that our “I am not
a terrorist’ Jimmy was arrested and the
PF corporal, who had basically saved
the day, was charged for swearing at the
MP captain.
It’s no wonder we were all just a little
crazy.
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Meet the MANCO

We take pleasure in introducing the Management Committee (MANCO)

Executive Committee

Robbie Roberts
(Chairman)

Geoff Laskey
Howard Shagom
(Vice Chairman) (Secretary General)

Wilna Bekker
(Treasurer)
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Pierre Fourie
(PRO)

Ordinary Members

Piet Jordaan

Fahmy Rhode

Ian Robertson

Marc Goodleser

Maurice Espin

